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The innovations combined into the Restore Modular Sterilization Tray System address the concerns of top
medical center leadership, surgeons, Sterile Processing Department personnel, and patients in one
package. It is this combination of traits provided through an upright and open cleaning environment for
ringed instruments that makes the Restore solution truly unique.

“Managers and staff track performance with a colorcoded scorecard. The scorecard is built around 5
pillars, which reflect the health system’s mission.”*
* A Scorecard for Sterile Processing Metrics, OR Manager, (Vol. 24, No. 7), July, 2008.

Restore’s Modular Sterilization Tray System impacts each of these five pillars
in the following ways:
Quality.
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Lean manufacturing principles highlight the improvements in
quality found by reducing variability through standardization.
Improving staff safety and reducing the need for immediate use
steam sterilization helps SPD standardize processes.
Customer Service.
Providing sterile trays to meet surgical and patient demands is
the primary mission of the SPD. By reducing reprocessing
cycles from 96 minutes to 56 minutes, Restore’s Modular Tray
System significantly improves delivery capabilities.
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Innovation.
The ability to keep a variety of ringed instruments in an upright
and open position in a single stringer demonstrates the
innovative approach of Restore. Restore modularity offers
opportunities for SPD to customize according to their needs.
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Teamwork.
Quick communication among departments is essential for
successful patient care. A SPD who knows instruments are
clean, undamaged, and ready for the next surgery is better
prepared to meet the demands of the next day’s schedule.
Finance.
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Quicker reprocessing yields the opportunity to reduce duplicate
instruments. Modular trays reduce the likelihood of damaging
sensitive small instruments. Together, the Restore Modular
Tray System can provide ROI within the implementation year.

www.restore-med.com

Please contact us for additional information at any of the following:
www.restore-med.com
(855) 803-6889
info@restore-med.com

